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(204) Tryl1.1l4 ~tell me. 
(205} Do m8 o /arcr tm4 #I t/owtt. 

The intorlation contour for such sentences seems quite difl'erent from that asso-: 
ciated with C:OtVoined X-C-X. If that is so, such occurrences can be treated much 
like modal verbs, the and being classified as similar to infinitival to. Evidence 
for the oddity of this use, beyond the difference in intonation contour, is its un
systematic nature: (a) where affixes are required on the verb forms, this usage is 
avoided (e.g. They try and get it,· but • He tries 411d get It; He tries to get it),· and 
(b) iteration is not uniformly allowable (e.g. Do me a favor and run and get It; 
but ?Run and do me a favor and get it.) 
2. •• AND" AS AN JN'Il!NSIFIER. (xxvi) disallows the conjunction of identical constit
uents, because (xxiv) does not mark them. However, we often find and between 
identical words and phrases without contrastive stress (e.g. We went around and 
around, She hit him and hit him.). Such repetitions have the effect of suggesting 
continuous or repeated or increasing action~ They are not allowable on all constit
uents conjoinable by (xxvi) (e.g. • He had a green and green apple). Therefore 
they must in any case be treated specially. The rule that describes them is presumed 
to be iterative, but deletion of the repeated and is excluded: 
(lxxxvi} (X)- Y- (Z) --. (X)- f- and- Y- (Z) (optional) 

where Y.,.. A + comparative,· some P; V; VP; some Adv 

3. IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS. Many pairs of nouns (or what appear to be nouns) are 
idiomatic with. respect to this grammar, e.g. 
(206) We fought hamtm!r and tongs. 
(207) She kept the howe splc and span. 
(208) The horses ran neck and neck. 

SYMBOLS 

S Sentence 
C Conjunction 
C0 Coordinating conjunction 
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Phrasal Conjunction 
and Symmetric Predicates 

GEORGE LAKOFF and STANLEY PETERS 

It has long been observed that there are at least two types of conjunction, sentence 
conjunction and phrasal conjunction:• 

(I) John and Mary are erudite. 
(2) John and Mary are alike. 

Sentence (I) embodies a conjunction of two assertions: 

(I') John Is erudite and Mary Is erudite. 

Sentence (2) cannot be interpreted in this way. 

(2') • John Is alike and Mary Is alike. 

Cases like (1) have been treated essentially correctly within the framework of 
transformational grammar since the inception of such studies; that is, (I) has been 
derived from the structure underlying (I'). Cases like (2) have only recently been 
dealt with in a transformational framework. Peters (1966) bas pointed out that 
phrasal conjunction cannot be transformationally derived from sentence conjunc
.tion as some transformational grammarians had hoped it would turn out to be. 
The clearest suggestion that phrasal conjunction be derived from sentence con
junction can be· found in Gleitman (1965). Many other transformational gram
Jil8rians bav~ hoped that some scheme of derivation such as that presented by 

I' '' ' 

Reprinted from Mathmulllclll Llnguutlu and Auromatlc Translation, Harvard Computation 
Laboratory, RepOrt No; NSF·l7~ 1966, pp. VI-1 to Vl-49, by permission of George Lakolf and 
StaDJey.Pcters lJJld the President and Fellows or Harvard College. 

'·· .>,. :· •For example Cunne stated m ,.is S)'lltax Cp. 162) that "sentences containing coordinating 
. conjuactioDS, however, are orlal DOt aD abridganent or two or more IICfttellCe8, but II simple 

. . IICDScmle with c!anmts of equal rank. c::otJac:ted by a coujundion: "1b King tmd Queen IUC nn 
: ~~:~mixed wiasund¢1 tosethcf.'". . , , 
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(ifeitmaD would solve the problem or phrasal c;oDjunctioiL Later in this JJM)el' 

we give some of the evidence which shows .why any such scheme is impossible. · 
At least in the case of noun phrases, conjunction must occur in the base compo~ 
lbat is, there JDust be a rule schema of the form :. 
p) NP-. tmd(NP'r. n ";;?:;. 2 

We will refer to an NP which bas been expanded this way as an NP•.• The follow
ing are among the crucial examples which constitute evidence for this position: 
(4)(a) John, Bill, and Harry met in Vienna. 

(b) •Jolrn met In Vienna, Bill met in Jllenna, ti1Ul Harry met in J'ienntL .·. 
(.5)(a) The old man left all hu money to Bill and Tom. 

is not a paraphrase of 

(S)(b) The old man left all his money to Bill and the old man left all his moMy to Tom. 
(6)(a) John, Bill, and Harry wrote the book together. 

is not a paraphrase of 

(6)(b) John wrote the book, Bill wrote the book, and Harry wrote the book. 
In each case, (a) may not be derived from the structure underlying (b). 

'The reader should consult Peters (1966) for justification of this statement of the rule. Here 
we will merely describe the manner in which tho rulo is to be interpreted. Schema (3) represents 
an infinite collcdion of rules, namely all rules of the form NP-. and NP NP • •• NP NP where 
the number of ocauTCnc:es of NP to the right of the arrow is finite and is sreater than or equal 
to two. These rules sencrate base structures of the form 

NP 

and NP NP ••• NP NP 

There Is a universal principle which converts structures of thJs form to 

-. 
NP 

~ 
and NP 

•••• NP 
·~. 
ad .. ·, NP. . , 

. NP 

. /'-.... 
.. mu/ : NP 

NP 

~ 
and NP 

.. A/ ,.i?"':ZW:~~ •:·;, • ·:)~M~.~·: . . ..... . r .. -·· ... 
~~Cb~tiDnandS~~ "'' 

~ c:onjunetion may arise either in the base component through rules like 
(3) oz:·traosfqnnationally frotp.sentence ooDjun.ction, one would expect there to 
be a large number of ambipities of this sort. Indeed, there are. In cases like (7) 

(7)(a) John and Mary left. 
(b) ·Shakespeare and Mar/awe wrote plays. 

we may either be asserting that the subjects left or wrote together, in which case 
we get paraphrases (8) and (9). 

(8)(a) John and Mary kft together. 
(b) Shakespeare and Marlowe wrote plays together. 

{9)(a) John left with Mary. 
(b) Shakespeare wrote plays with Marlowe. 

or we may be asserting two separate and not necessarily related facts, in which 
case we get the paraphrases (10) and (11). 

(IO)(a) Both John and Mary left. 
(b) Both Shakespeare and Marlowe wrote plays. 

(ll)(a) John l~ft and Mary left. 
(b) Shakespeare wrote plays and Marlowe wrote plays. 

The together and with paraphrases, (8) and (9), indicate underlying phrasal con
junction; the both and the fuU sentences paraphrases, (10) and (11), indicate 
underlying sentence conjunction (for details, see Peters, 1966). Note that the 
both paraphrase cannot co-occur with the together paraphrase: 
(l2)(a) • Both John and Mary left together. 

(b) •Both Shakespeare and Marlowe wrote playsto,ether. 

But the number of possible ambiguities of this sort is not as great as one might 
at first believe. Robin Lakoff has made the discovery (personal communication) 
that most stative verbs and adjectives may not have conjoined noun phrases in 
their underlying subjects•. Consider, for example, 

'For the distlD.ction between 1tatlve and MtUIIIIIH, see Ocorse Lakofl, "St4tivc Adjectives and 
Va'bs.in English," Harvard Computation Laboratory, Report No. NSF-17, 1966. In this paper 
Lakoft' postulates the syntadic property llllllvl wraus M1Ut4tlve in order to account for the smm· 
matkality or sentences such as Sib lire •aklml,lk CtUe/ul, and the unsrammaticality of sentences 
sudl as Know the Q1Uiwt' and /J6 taii. Slke and careful are IWtUiallve, while kMw and tall are 
llaiiH. It is shown that this ctistiDctiOis is needed not only for command imperatives, but also Cor 
wrfous ather CODStnlctions iD EaaJ:bb:. 
~forms:· · 

I tzm llldzw the .lllltlml. . · · · .,. ·.' 
' . • , ~ launvlq ,,. ~~ .. ' 

::',I . ltzm i¥11fg aw/tll. ~ , :, • .· : ;: 
' : ., tl1ll brint11411. 

'· 
~p!O-fonDs: 

, ·. ) WMt I t/14 RU' ~ tlte ltllaml.. ., -
• • WIIIIIJ diiiiPilllmtwJ t/re I/IIIIM'o' 1 ··' 

._ pro.(omss: . . 
. '. '~ :". ' 161liallltetttlltlffl, tii1Jl ~ dltl/111 fiNij . ' .. 

. t· 1 •ilttflp.tlllllllD'ttmd~dlt/ltt:fii(J:. < ... ,;: 
-~<·.~~:.~relobul,-':, ·.;''··· .:·. 
·.iJ«·~ .. :':{.~~·· ·•.. . . .. : . 
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(U) k1m tl1tll Mary bw lhe .wwe. 

(13) is UDambiguous with respect to conjunction; it can be paraphrased·only by 
(14) and (IS). · · · . 
(14) Boll: Jalurlllfll Mal'}' /mow the tl/ISWer, , ... 

(IS) Jalutluforn the crn.nver turd Mary kMwj the an.rwer. 

(13) may not be paraphrased by either (16) or (17). 

(16) •Jlllur turd Mary know the fUISMier togethlr. 
(17) •Jolur knows the DJfJ'Wer with Mary. 

Thus, know may not take an underlying conjoined subject.' The same. is true of 
stative verbs in general. 

Stative adjectives show the same property. Compare (18) and (19): 

(18) John turd Mary are Clll'eful. (Nonstative) 
(19) Jolrn turd Mary are erudite. (Stative) 

(18) is ambiguous with respect to conjunction. In the sentence conjunction case, 
(18) represents the conjunction of two assertions which are not necessarily related 
to one another, as in (20). 

(20) John is careful turd Mary Is careful. 

The phrasal conjunction sense of (18) shows up in (21). 

(21) John turd Mary are careful when making love togetlwr. 

In (21), careful clearly has a conjoined subject in its underlying structure. The same 
is true of (22). 

(22) John turd Mary are careful together. 

(19), on the other hand, is unambiguous, and may only come from sentence con·. 
junction. (19) has the paraphrases 

(23) Both Jolrn turd Mary are erudite. 
(24) Jolrn is erudite and Mary Is erudite. 

But (19) may not have the paraphrases of (25) and (26). 

(2S) •John and Mary are erudite together. 
(26) • John is erudite with Mary. 

The same is true of nearly all stative adjectives. 
There are some nonobvious cases where this generalization about the subjects 

of statives holds true, in particular, those in which underlying subjects of stative 
verbs are superficial objects. Take, for example, verbs like surprise, amuse, seem, 
apl?ear• etc., which on independent grounds have been analyzed as having superficial 
objects that are underlying subjects. (For . discussion see Rosenbaum 196S· 
Lakoff, 1965; and Lakoft', to appear.) · · · · · · · ' ·. · ' 

• .' t 

'This. faCt is ~cd in the possibility of Jolrn's and Mary's knowlet/ge Of ti./acu • • , as op
posed .to tho impossibility of •John and Mtll')''s knowledge of the fac# ••• For, a verb such as. 
~ Which. optionnlly takes NJ>t. subjec;ts we set JoiUJ's tDu/ Mtll')''s orr1vtz1 • •• correspon:ding ·. 

J
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(27) Sally' I rwJe belunlor tl1tf1I8B6 Mary tiiUl Jalut. 

According to the claim made in the above mentioned studies, Mary and Jclm 
are underlying subjects of tl1nll.fe and &lly'1 tvde belunior is the underlying object. 
Since aniuse is · stative in (27), one would expect (27) to be unambiguous with 
respect to conjunction. This is indeed the case. We get the paraphrases of (28) and 
(29), but not that of (30). 

(28) SaUy's nule behavii:Jr amuses both Mary and John. 
(29) Sally's nule behavior amuses Mary and Sally's rude beluzvior DmiiS('S John. 
(30) •Sally's rude behavii:Jr amuses Mary and John together. 

However, the underlying object (which is the superficial subject) of amuse does 
show ambiguity with respect to conjunction, as in (31). 

(31) Sally's rude behavior turd Bilfs polite reactlotu amJLJe John. 

If (31) is derived from sentence conjunction, then we get the paraphrase of (32). 

(32) Sally's rude behavior amu.ses John turd Bilrs polite reactiotu amuse John. 

In this sense, there is no necessary connection between Sally's behavior and Bill's 
reactions. However, if (31) is derived from underlying phrasal conjunction, such 
a connection is implied. In that case, we have paraphrases such as (33) and (34) • 

(33) Sally's rude behavior and Bilfs polite reactions together amuse Jo/rn. 
(34) Sally's rude behavior together with Bitrs polite reactiotu amu.ses Jolrn. 

Thus, R. Lakoft''s generalization holds for amuse, and it appears to hold for all 
similar cases. 

Since there are exceptions to this generalization, it appears that the only way 
to state it is in terms of markedness. For stative verbs and adjectives, unmarked 
cases other than measure adjectives and possessive verbs may not take conjoined 
underlying subjects; unmarked possessive verbs and measure adjectives may or 
may not take them; marked cases must take conjoined subjects.' An example of 
a stative verb which must take conjoined subjects is agree. 

(35) John and Bill agree that Harry & an Idiot. 
(36) John agren with BU/ tlull Harry u an Idiot. 

In sentences like (37) it appears that agree does not have a conjoined subject. 

(37) Jolrn agrees tluzl Harry & "' ~t. 
But in such sentences as (37) it is "understood" that John agrees with some un-

'The DOtioD or markedness couesponds to the ·IIOtiOD or "nOnnal state. .. Mos& words iD a class 
an: normal (U!UIIIUked): some words in a class may be accptioual (marked). The theory of mark· 
cdncss claims that only marked cases contribute to tho complexity or a grammar. Thus. sencrali-. 
:zations in lan8UIIIIe may be of two ldllds. AhsoJute sazaalimtlons smco properties lhat an: true 
for an cotire class, with no C~QPtions. Madteclness scnaalimtions state properties that are true 
for most of a class {the DOI'IDal or UIIIIIIU'bd cases), but such~ may have cxceptlona 
(the marbd cases). Ia additi011, the thcoq of marJuldncss dalms that tho aceptions themsdvcs 
may not be iandom fD thdr behlwior.i ~ rathu form a subdass fell' wbfcb lhae is a subsalcnaU
zatioa. la·tbis case, marked 1tca1s lrrll#·fako m- subjects. Fa:r furthft disculalo1l. lirCIC Lako8' 
(1965)acdl.akolf(toappcar),~ " .'.': < ' • . I> 
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spilled pei'SOit, lhat is, tlte ~of' with .rontecme·has been deleted. (31) 
would be deriled from {38). . . 

(38) hh ti8"N$ (wllll 11t111te IIIU]J«</ied J~USM) 1/uzt H11n7 II 'an Idiot. 

And (38) would be derived f'rom (39). 

(39) Jalut (lllltl some tDUpeC/fied JI(1TS()n) ogree thai Harry Ia an uHot. 
And in sentences like (40), 

(40) Bolli Jolut and Bill tlll'ee dt4t Harry II an Idiot. 

it is u?derst.ood ~hat John ~d Bill agree with a third party o~ parties. Agree is 
exceptional m thlS respect, stnce most verbs that take NP* subjects cannot delete 
an unspecified NP foUowing with. lbua. John conferred with Unspecified NP does 
not reduce to • John colfferred. 
· An example of a stative measure adjective that may or may not take underlying 
conjoined subjects is heavy. · · 

(41) John and Mary are heavy. 

(41) is ambiguous. It can mean that each is heavy, as in (42). 
(42) Both John and Mary are heavy. 

Or (41) can mean that their combined weights are great, though their separate 
weights may not be, as in (43). 
(43) John and Mary are heavy together. 

The ambiguity of(4J) also appears in the question of (44). 

(44) How heavy are John and Mary? 

In (44), one can either be ~sk~ng for their separate weights or for their total weight. 
Note that the same ambJguJty does not appear with the nonmeasure adjective 
erudite. When one asks, 

(45) How erlldite are John and Mary? 

I' 

,i 

'·: 
' ' ! 
I ,: 

one is never asking for the total amount of their erudition. · :1 

In nonstative verbs and adjectives the markedness situation is rather <lliferent · :: 
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fast ball and curve'! we are not asking for the sum or their speeds. Nonstative 
adjectives and verbs ~ormally may or may not talc~ NP* subjects. Exceptional 
cases of nonstatives (like co'ffer) mu.rt take NP* subp::ts. 

We suggested above that sentences like 

(SO) John kU/ed a man with BiU. 

were to be derived from structures underlying sentences like (SI), 

(Sl) John and Bill killed a man (to,ether). 

where John and Bill forms a phrasally conjoined NP in the deep structure. That is, 
the underlying structure of (50) would be (52). 

(52) s 

-------------NP VP 

~ 
v NP fl~p I I I ~ 

John and BUI ldlled a man 

Sentence (50) would be formed from this structure by a rule (actually a sequence 
of rules) which 

(i) deletes and and adjoins with to the left of the NP Bill 

and 

(ii) adjoins wllh Bill to the right of the J'P killed a man. 

We will call (i) PREPOSITION ADIUNCI"ION and (ii) CONJUNCT MOVEMENT. These rules 
must be constrained to apply (a) only in sentence-initial position, a (b) only in cases 
where there is a binary branching in the topmost NP, and (c) only when the con-

Unma. rked nonstatives may take either nonconjoined subiects or CODJ'oined : l• 
b ts (NP•) A ~ :'11 su the rule could apply to anN~ object we would derive I hit John with Bill from lldl Jolul 

su ~ec • typi~l example is the verb. leave in examples (7) through (11) [' mu1 BUI. But this is dearly lnc:orrcct irl~ aasc SUICIC.· the rormu is not a paraphrase of the hutcr. 
above. Marked nonstatives must take NP* sub~ects. An example is the verb co'ffer: · ... ,.~ There are some apparent cowuercxamples to this claim: 
(46) John and Bill conferred. · (A) T1u: prisoner stole the warden'• waJ/et (lllgether) wllh hU keys. 
(47) ' ' (B) l dritrJc ml/lc wit It meat. · 

lolut conferred with Bill. The with-phrase iD these sclltalces cannot be dcrlved by conjunct movement, since the derived 
(48) Jolur and Bill colfferred to,ether. · ' · ' : · 1 : '. ' : ' ... : . · i structure Is different than iD the cases we have been discussing. We cao see this iD scntena:s that 
(49) •Jolur conferred. <' • • ' take a do-so iD place ofa verb phrase: . . 

. . · '' · · ' · · · · · j ~ :. (C) I k/Jied a matt with Bill I1IUi Harry did ID w/Jh Tom. 
So ~ar, we:have found no nonstative verb:that may not take~ ifp• underiymg J.'.l. ·(D) •lstok tile r.yzrdn,'11 wallet with hU luysiiiUIJDiurdJdu with hU gkmn: 
SUb,Ject. ' ' · · ' (E) •t drink ml/lc wltlt meat I1IUi Jolm dou StJ wlth/isll. · · . ': ' 
~o sui:D. up, .nonmeasure stative adjectives and verbs normally do ilot takeNP* In the cioDJunct momnent cases; there Is iD the dcrlved stnu:ture both an l<iruJer" aad an "outer" 

SUbJects; marked nonmeasure adiectives must. take NP* sub•u...t.. M. easure ad. .Ho.r .. -. ·•.· J'P (see (109)), aad t!tNJfl may subidtutc ror the "inna'" · VP. In (A) and (B) there is no inner VP. 
ti "' ~~-- :~'""'!" • ' , and so (D) and (E) arc impossible. 1'hus. the deriwd 1truetures of (A) .aad (B) could not haw 

vcs normally may or fD;BY not take NP* subjects •. Exceptional ~we adjectives . . · . · beco brooaht about by conjunct ~t. We do not WldcrstaJid m. pzocess wbfdl forms these 
maynottakethem.Fa.stJSanexampJcofthe.Jatter. ~askiogHowf41tare~a· · ··. ~tasces · .. 
·"·,, . ' ·, ,· ' I • : .... :~.~\::~:·:;~- j·.:, ~~···'·:.,:~~ .. ::~·-~~:· -~,• _.:;~ o ~ .<.~i:.:.:;:~•l;j •' :'~• ,lr ~·· ·.;::•:~~;;~10 I.: .. 
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joiued NP is «leriwd fiom phrasal c:oDjunction in the. base, not f'rom sentence 
~0 

So far, ~ have cmly asserted that sentences like (50) -should be derived from 
structures underlying sentences like (51), and that the with-phrase of'aa:ompani
ment (wllh Bill in (50)) is derived and not basic. Let us now consider some evidence 
f01' this assertion. Consider (53): 

(53) JDiut wa.r killed ~1/h BJIJ. 

(53) is synonymous with (54). 

(54) John ll1Ul Bill were killed (together). 

Bill in (53) is understood as part of the superficial subject of be killed, which is to 
say, it is understood as part of the underlying object of kill. In (53) we know some
one or something has killed Bill. Now compare the phrase with Bill in (53) to the 
same phrase in (50). In (50) Bill is understood again as part of the superficial sub
ject of kiU, but it is also understood as part of the underlying subject of kill. In 
(SO), Bill does the killing, he doesn't get killed. 

· .. 
\; 

·l 

would otberwiSo be inexplicable. For example, the object of a w/th-pbrase of 
accompanbnent may never be a reflexive pronoun:' 

(55) • Jo/m left with himself. 
(56) • John killed a man with himself. 

(57) • John was killed wilh himself. 

This follows from the fact that we do not get reflexives in pbrasally conjoined 
noun phrases: 
(S8) • John and himself left. 
(S9) • John and himself killed a man. 

(60) •John and himself were killed. 

But this Jack of reflexives follows from the fact that in any type of conjunction in 
the deep structure of a sentence, no two members of the conjunction may be 
identical. Thus in the sentence 

(61) John and John left. 

we must be talking about two different people named John. If they are to be under
stood as the same person, then the sentence is ungrammatical. This is true not 
only of phrasal conjunction, but also of sentence conjunction. Thus the following 
sentences are ungrammatical: 

(62) •rleft and /left. 

(63) •r saw you and I sow you. 

These examples show that the underlying grammatical relation that the object 
of with bears to the other elements in the sentence is not fixed, but depends at least 
on whether or not passivization has applied. But, by definition of underlying 
structure, grammatical relations are fixed in the base and cannot depend on 
transformations. Unless such a conception of grammar is incorrect, the with
phrases cannot be introduced in the base. 

Moreover, the objects of with do not enter into any grammatical relations which 
are different from those already defined in the base component; in fact, they are 
limited exactly to grammatical subjects and grammatical objects. This fact lends 
credence to our claim that they are actually derived from real subjects and objects. 

· ~ (64) • You are tall and you are tall and you are tall. 

We can account for the way we understand (SO) and (53) by hypothesizing that 
in each case the underlying structure contains the phrasally conjoined noun phrase 
John and Bill and by hypothesizing that rules such as (i) and (ii) above apply after 
the application of the passive transformation. This would account for the fact 
that in both cases the object of with is understood as part of the superficial subject 
of the sentence and that in passive constructions it is understood as part of the 
underlying object. 

So far we have shown that it is not possible to derive phrasally conjoined noun 
phrases from underlying with-phrases since there can be no underlying· with
phrases. We will now argue that if we derive with-phrases from underlying pbrasally 
conjoined noun phrases, we can account automatically for. a number of fitcts "that 

• ~ • • '~ I .:.~' : '" ' 

1/olut twl Bill are erudite can only be derived from sentence ~unction, and wei ckf not set 
•1o1m b mtdite with Bill. Furthermore, the oDl,y reading or Jolm tDU1 Bill o- ~rotan wtilcb ls 
paraphrased by John owns houses wllh BUJ Is the reading which is derived &om phrasal conjuno
tloa.· In rootnote 2 we stated that tha'c will be a reaturc ditrerenq, betwam the tDUI whldl· is 
latroducect by sentence· conjunction and the and wbicb is introduced. by .phmsal ccmjuncdon." 
We caa \60 this reaturo diffcrcnco to allow this rule to apply onlY to structures cOJstainins azul· . , 
r.on.~CODjuftctioD.OrtheiUtricdonmfahtbe~insow~o~th~:wa,y.• · J:• · i i·· '. 
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And this constraint on deep structure conjunctions appears to be universal.11 Thus 

7Thc:re arc two apparent counterexamples to this statement. The first involves such metaphorical 
expressions as John agreed with himself that BUI was an idiot and John struggled wllh himself over 
whether he should leave. In such cases, one is thinking of John as two separate individuals, or 
possibly, as in the case or agree, as a single individual at two difFerent points in time. We can sec 
that such sentences arc rather special by the nonoccurrcncc of • John struggled with lrlnr#l/ In tire 
back yard. We can sec here that the scnac of "strusaJe" Is rather different rrom that in John str1J8-
gled with Bill in the back yard. 

The second apparent counterexample has to do with sentences like Jolm left by himself. It 
might be claimed that by in this sentence is derived from with whenever a rd!cxive appears. and 
that the sourec or this sentence has i1n NP- subject containing two occurrences or John. Ir tbill 
were true. such an NP- subject could occur with '¥Ubs such as meet wbicb require NP- subjec:U. 
But we aever set sentences like John tMt by himself. Hence such a claim would be incorrect. 

'Sentaxes like the following CODSt1tutc apparent counterexamples to this claim: 
. I hit him tmd I hit/rim tmd I ldt hilrt-fDrtllltl died. 

~~-~tDUi~-~: . 
· · But, as WaylcS Browne has shown (BrOWDe,. 1964) sUch conjunctions do not appear in the deep 

structw-e and must be traDsf'olmatfo1mlfy iniroduced. CoDalder the senteaccs 
John got taller tmd taller DNl talkr~ 
Jo1ur got more and more and mort 'ciJn/IUet/. ·1 

• 

Some adjecdvcs may tab eith« the num: oi -er r!'flia of the annparative: 
. . . :. Jolm pi t:tJkler lllfll eo/4er. t»lffn~ . ' .. 

;. ·: , .. ,IJohngottirtlt'eiiiUlmoretmil~ecld. · ' · 
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accouat fOt the Jack of reflexives following with in terms_ · pf an ·independently !:-· :: entails that 
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IDOtivated uoivasal coostraiot on deep structure conjunctions; - : : 
Another fact that we <:an account for.fn· terms o( this analysis is'l&e-.symmetric ~~;; 

nature of sentences that have with-phrases. · · , . - · 

<6S)_ JD~urleft ivJth m11. 

is true if and only if 

· (66) _ BiU kft with Jolrn. 

is true. 

But the two types or conjunction may not be mJxed: 
•Jolut got trrt~n IIIUl mon cold IIIUl colder and colder. 

'J'bac examples show that such conjunctions must be introduced by a transformational rule 
that operates after the rule which reduces more to -er for~ adjectives (optionally for cold). 

Tbese c:onjunctions have other stranac properties. They do not_ undergo normal c:onjunction 
reduction: · 

11dtldm tmd ldt him amlldt him-until he died. 
•11dt him IIIUIIdm IIIUIIdm-untillt.e died. 

Nor do they undergo optioDIIlllllli deletion: 
1 rtm and r1111 aiul r1111tuld r1111. 

.•1 r1111, ran, ran, Qnd ran. 
Moreover, they are restricted to active verbs and to perceptual stativcs; they may not occur 
with nonpcrceptual stativcs. The above cases have active verbs. An example with 11 ~ptual 
stative would be 

I saw his fact! and saw Ids face ond .JDw htsf«e-~~ntU II drove me crazy. 
But such coastrw:tions are Impossible with nonpcrccptual statives: 

•1/cnew that Jolut left and knew that Jolut left and knew that John left, 
Note that such constructions indicate repetition or c:ontinuation and may be paraphrased with 
a verb like keep: 

1/ceptldttlng him-until he died. 
1 kepi fliiJIIlng. 
I kept seeing his face-until it drove me crazy, 

Keep may also oc:cur with actives and perceptual atatives, but not with other statives: 
•1 kept knowing that John left. · 

Nqatlves may not be conjoined In such c:onstrw:tlons. nor may they appear in the c:omplcmmt 
following verbs like keep: · · 

•1 didn't hit him and didn't hit him and didn'tlrJJ him. 
•1 kepi natldtting him. . 

Moreover, the range of adverbs that can c:o«cur with such constructions is cuctJy the n1D811 or 
adverbs that can occur with verbs of the keep class. Such facts lead us to the view that coujunctioDs 
or this sort do not occur in deep structures at aU, but are derived by a Jllle transf'(IJ'D1aticmal rule. 
In the deep structure the conjoined scntcnc:e iS probably a complement or 11 wib of the keep. 
CVIItilflll!, etc., c:lass, perhaps just the bundle or features defining the c:lass. In the tmasrormatfoD · 
ronnina the c:onjunction, the bundle or features would be deleted. Such a soiutlo.n Would accomit 
both for the meaning or the conjoined structure and for the strange srammadc:al'constraints oil 
it. For a fUrther discussion or this phenomenon, see Lakoft' (to appear). · . . • . . 

'Note that I killed tlw man with Bill is ambistious. It c:aD mean either llcllkrl the 1na11 wb _WGr 

with Bill or Bill tiiUil killed tit.# man. We are c:onsldcring only the 1attet interprdatf~ Observe 
that ClOl'lapolldlns to the two interpretations 'Wo Set ·.tWo different dciiwd strw:t1ueJ. 1'hcso aR 
~ in tho ~dative clauses 1M mtm llillh Bill wlrD 1 /cllletl • •• and t1u: nuur rio lld/W wii!J 
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(68) HarrY dranlc a gloss of bier wilh Jolrn •. 

and vice versa. 
Under our analysis of these constructions, these facts would also follow from 
a universal fact concerning deep structure conjunction, namely, that semantic 
interpretation is independent of the order of conjunction. Thus 

(69) John and Bill left together. 

is synonymous with 

(70) Bill and Jolrn left together. 

and 

(71) John and Harry drank a glaJS of beer together. 

is synonymous with 

(72) Harry and John drank a glass of beer together. 

This is true not only of phrasal conjunction but of sentence conjunction as weD. 

(73) John is tall and Harry is fat. 

is synonymous with 

(74) Harry is fat and John Is tall.• 0 · 

Thus we see that the symmetric nature of sentences containing with-phrases of 
accompaniment can be accounted for in terms of an independently motivated 
constraint on deep structure conjunction. 

We can now account for the fact that verbs which must take NP* subjects are 
necessarily symmetrical. Consider confer. John conferred with Bill entails Bill con
ferred with John, and vice versa, since those sentences are derived, respectively, from 
John and Bill conferred and Bill and John conferred. The same is true of certain adjec
tives that must take NP* subjec~xcept that some items take to instead of with. 
Consider the adjective similar. 

10An apparent counterexample to our claim. that c:onjunctlons arc symmetrical is the IUid 
then type or c:onjunctlon. Consider 

Harry robbed the bonk and drove off in 11 em. 
This may be a paraphrase or . . 

&rry robbed the bank and then drtM off 11141 Clli. 
Hit Ia, thCD it is not identical in mcanJng with 

Harry drtne off Ill a em and robbld the baNe. 
We would claim that the type or II1Ul that means tmd then is actually derived &om the ordinwy 
S)'ltUilCtric and followed by a deep struCturis occumace or tltnr, which may be deleted Ulldu 
certain CODdltio.ns. The laldt or symmetry iD tb coujoined !iCilteucea derived in this IDaDJ1U" would 
foDow from the nature or then Whidi is itsdf derived in tbao cases probably from lf/ter II Setrr"'", 
where the SalDr« deletes under identity witb the~~ scntalce. 
. · This confaltion is supported by the W:t that ~ tiiUI ccmstructions are possible 
'only wheo a tMtl em 'CJCcUr. 1bc fta8o.n that ~ -~ set II}'DUDCtry in cases like (7J) aad (74) 
is that tlaunay not occur in these CBSCS:--. :· • ' · : · · . . 
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(7ti) '11lat pn:bkm Is similar to f/Us fJTt)blem. 

and vice versa. 
(75) woulcl be derived from (77): 

(77) 7»1$ prOblem and tlult problem are similar. 

(76) would be derived from (78): 

(78) Th/JI problem and this problem are simi/or, 

(77) and (78) are, of course, synonymous. 
This accounts not only for the symmetric nature of similar but also for the fact 
that similar cannot take reflexives: 

(79) •77ris problem Is similar to Itself. 

Note that in mathematical parlance it would be possible to say something like 
(80) 11ris problem is similar to this problem. 

or 

(81) A /.r simi/or to A. 

One of the many things that distinguish mathematical jargon from any natural 
language is that reftexivization does not take place. Another thing that distinguishes 
mathematical jargon from natural language is that phrasal conjunctions may 
contain identical elements and stiU be well-formed. Thus, sentences like 
(82) A and A are similar. 

(83) 77ri.r problem and this problem are similar. 
(84) Harry I.J tall and Harry is tall and Harry is tall. 

are quite normal in the artificial language of logic and mathematics. Thus, in 
mathematics, a predicate such as similar is both symmetric and reflexive (in the 
logical sense). In English, similar is symmetric and logically reflexive, but it is 
grammatically irrejlexive. In English, the sentence *Titis problem is similar to itself 
is ungrammatical, although, in semantic terms, it is perfectly meaningful and, in 
fact, true. This means that the general constraint on deep structures that forbids 
any two members of a conjoined structure from being identical is a grammatical 
and not a semantic constraint." 
W~ can explain still another fact on the basis of this analysis. We have already 

pointed out that in the with- and to-phrases under consideration, the object of the 
preposition is understood as part of the ·superficial subject of the sentence.· The 
superficial subject, in turn, may come from either the underlying ~ubject Ql' object. 
It is a fact that the class of noun phrases that can oceur as objectiof such pieposi
tlons is identl~l to the class of noun phrases that can appear as superficlal subject. 

.. ,: 
~ .t~ .• 

~ .. ' 

Or more precisely, the selectional restrictions between the main verb and the noun 
hrase that appears as superficial subject are identical to the &etectioaal restril> 

:oas on the. object of these prepositions. But this is an aut?~tic con~ucncc of 
the analysis we have given. Since the objects of these preposttions are derived ~rom 
the superficial subject. it foll~ws that they would have exactly the selectional 
restrictions that superficial subjects would have. 

Now consider the sentence 

(85) Kosnln met with Johnson and RuSk. 

We have not yet discussed the manner .in ~hich. this sentence can be generated. 
Notice that (85) is ambiguous; one readmg IS denved from 

(86) Kosygin met with Johnson and Kosygin met with Rusk. . 

by the ordinary conjunction transformation. The other reading must come from 

(87) Kosygin and Johnson and Rllsk met. 

by CONJUNCT MOVEMENT. At first it might appear that the transformation must 
be modified to move two noun phrases contrary to our claim above. Notice, 
however, that (87) is itself ambiguous. The subject can have any one of the struc
tures (88): 
(88)(a) NP 

~ 
NP NP NP 

I I I 
Kosygln Johnson Rusk 

(b) NP 

~ 
NP NP 

./".... 
NP NP 

} 

I I 
KosrBin .', Johnson Rwk 

.. (c) : NP 

~-
NP. ' NP 

I -~ 
.NP, NP 

i I · 
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ne wrsioa or OONJUNCT ftfOVl!MENT .ciJscussed above wili apply to (88b) to produce . 
the desired sUuctWe for (85). In· (88a) there is no intemal grouping of the con
junds-either syntactic or semantic. (88b) describes a grouping in .which Jo&nson 
and Rusk are a unit on a par with Kosygin by himself. In (88c) the grouping claSses 
Kosygin and Johnson toaether as opposed to Rusk. Structures (88b) and (88c) 
are generated by recursive application . of schema (3). ·Note that these structures 
arc semantically distinct and all three are possible. Note that in the reading of 
(8S) under consideration, Johnson and Rusk fotm a unit. Therefore, the structure 
in (88b) is the correct underlying structure of (85). So here, as in the examples 
above. coNJUNcr MOVEMENT takes the second of two conjoined noun,phrascs and 
moves it to the end of the following ver.b phrase. The same transfornliltion applies 
in both cases. 

It is clear that structures like (88b and c) can exist for verbs like meet. For (88c) 
we would get 
(89) Kosygln and Johnson met with Rusk. 

which, of course, is ambiguous in the same way that (85) is.- That is. {89) could 
also be derived by ordinary conjunction rules from 
(90) Kosygin met with Rusk and Johnson met with Rusk. 

So far, we have described the process of conjunct movement in informal terms. 
Let us now consider the details. We mentioned above that with is not the only 
preposition that may attach to conjuncts. To and from may do so as well. 

(91) John, Bill, and HtJIT)I Dre similar to the Celt/csln the way that they handle the IHuket· 
boO. 

(92) The earth Is Identical to the moon In Its chemical composition. . 
(93) Harvard and M.I.T. correspond to Berkeley in the quality and hruzdth of their com

bined course offerings. 
(94) China and Russia differ from &,land and America in their combined nuclar re

sources. 
(95) John, Bill. and Harry are diltinctfrom the Celtics in their abO/tyto lrandk a btuket• 

ball. 

As is obvious, those verbs and adjectives that take from have a negative connota· 
tion, however that is to be described. We will distinguish them from the to cases 
by an arbitrarily chosen feature: Positive. 

Note that in each of the above sentences, we have used a restrictive phrase to 
further specify the relationship signified by the verb or adjective. If we bad not 
used such phrases the sentences would have been vague, ~izarre. or: meaninsless: · 
, (96) John, BOI, and Harty ore slmUar to lite_ Ce/t/Q,' ., ' · · · '' ' · · · .. · 

(97) .77re earth Is Identical to the moon. .. , :
1 
'\ 

(98) : Harfwd and M./.T. correspond to Berkeki.: ·, ; \r . ':. . 
(99) · OUiualllld Rlusla differ from England turd ..4mmea. ' • 

' ~·; ' ·~ : c \ : j ~ 
(100) · lolulo .Bill.· Q1fl/ Harry Dre distinct/rom tire Celt/a, · ' . ·~. · . . . . . 
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(101) John k/1 with Bill and MIU)I. 
(102) Jolrn robbed o bturk with Tom and Harry. 

We need a syntactic feature to distin~ the ~· that ~ with ~rom ~ 
that take to or from. Notice that there l8 a semantic correlation to this syntactic 
property. The verbs and adjectives that ~ke !o .or from require spec.~ interpre~
tion which must be supplied from extralingulSttc context or an addttional restric
tive ~brase. This is not true of verbs and adjectives that take with. Since the require· 
ment of a special interpretation correlates to the dis_ti~ctio? between the with ~ 
and the to-from cases, we will call the feature that distingwshes these cases Special. 

we can now state precisely the rules for conjunct movement. 

Rule 1: PREPOSITION ADJUNCTION (optional) 

{
Verb } 
Adjective 

Nl'[NPNP[and NP]] Aux ~:~ ;~~~:~ l X 
+Positive 

c: +Special 
-Positive 

l 1 3 

Substitute b: to for 2 {
a: with} 

c: from 

Rule 2: CONJUNCT MOVEMENT (obligatory) 
Np(Np(and NP}N.F{Prep NPD Aux VP 

1 3 4 
Adjoin 2 to the right of 4 
Delete 2 

These rules will yield derivations like the following: 

(103) s 

NP Pred 

~: 

AA 
llltd Jolut tmd · Bill . ' · 

~ 
Aux 

I 
VP 

I 
v 

I 
P111t confer 



... 

. Applyina a.ur, 1 we set: 

(I~) 

NP 

~ 
NP NP. 

11p !l 
and John with BUI 

Applying Rule 2 we derive: 

(lOS) s 

NP ;4p 
and John 

. ·~ :. 

s 

Aux 

Past 

-. ·;=-~.· 

Pred 

/)p 
Aux . J 

y 

I 
Past confer 

YP 

~ 
yp NP 
I ;, y 

I 
confer with BUJ 

And after application of the obligatory and-deletion rule described in footnote 
2 we get: 

(106) 

., . 
. , . , .. 

,. ' •' ~ .. ' . . 

'·,. l, 

I: 
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We will give two more sample derivations. First. 
John robbed a bank with mu. 

'(107) 

NP 

~ 
NP NP 

11p !r 
and John and Bill 

By Rule 1: 

(108) 

and John 

By Rule 2: 

(109) 

with Bill 

s 

s 

s 

Pred 

~ 
Aux YP 

~ 
V NP 

1/1 
Past rob a bank 

Pred 

~ 
Aux JIP 

~ 
J' NP 

I /1 
Past rob a bank 

Pred 

~ 
Aux . J'P 

~ 
VP 

~ 
Y NP 

·I A 
. rob i! ' bGnk ... 

NP 

~p 
I I 

will( BIIJ . 
,, ·~ . ~ ' 



By ob!igatory and-deledon: 

(UO) s 

NP 

Aux 

John Past 

And in the following way we can get: 
John is similar to Bill. 

(111) 

By Rule 1: 

(112) 

., '•·. 
'II h ;;. _ _. .. ,, 

NP 
~ 

NP NP 

11· 11, 
and Jolin and 801 

NP 

~ 

-=---~- \ ... 

VP 

~ 
VP NP 

r'J\ /1· 
rob a bank with Bill 

s 

Pred 

~ 
Aux VP 

A + 
Pres be simllar 

s 
l I ~ \ 

I ' o I \' ~ 
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By Rute2: 

(113) 

NP 

!r 

s 

Aux 

1\ 
and John Pres be similar to BtU 

By the obligatory and-deletion rule: 

(114) s 

Pred 

~ 
NP Aux VP 

~ 
Ad/ NP 

~~ 
John Pres be to BIU 

As we pointed out above, these rules must follow the passive transformation .in 
order to account for the diff~ .in grammatical relations between John killed 
with Bill and John was killed with Bill. These rules wm account for an enormous 
number of cases. However, as is usual .in natural language, there are exceptions 
to these rules. Consider the adjective apart. We get (ItS) but not (116) and (117). 
{liS). New York and SiJn Francisco tp"e 3000 miiu apart, 
(116) •New York Is 3000 miles tiJif!'l from slm.FrlllfCisco. 
(111) •New York from SiJn Franei6CIJ Is 3000. qart. 

Thus, apart is an excepti~n to Rule 1'; it may llOt undergo Rule I. The adjective 
, far on the other band mlist meet the struc:Cural description of Rule I and must 

! • ·· undergo it:n · 
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(118) •WarhlirgtOIIIII:d Htmt~i tmt far. 
(119) Wchi/whtn Is for from HtmDi. 

Note thai by deriving (119) from a sentence with an NP* subject; we can automati
cally explain the fact the far is symmetriCal and irreftexive. Near works very much 
like far in that it too must meet the structural description of Rule 1 and undergo 
the rule. But netU bas an additional idiosyncrasy. In some dialects the to which 
follows it 1118Y optionally delete and in other dialects the to must delete: 

(120) •Boston and New York are near. 
(121) · (•)Boston Is near to New York. 
(l22) Boston Is near New York. 

Note that to never deletes when near is nominalized to nearness: 

(123) Boston's nearness to New York 
(124) •&ston•s nearness New York 

This is a consequence of a general fact about preposition deletion in English. At 
some point in their derivations, all object noun phrases take prepositions as a kind 
of case marking. When substantivization takes place, that is, when a verb is 
transformed into a noun, the preposition remains: 

(I~ the killing of the men 
(126) •the killing the men 
(127) the killer of the men 
(128) •the killer the men 

However, if the verb is not transformed into a noun, the preposition is deleted 
by a postcyclical rule: 

(129) John killed the man. 
(130) •John killed of the man. 

Observe the difference between 

(131) John's killing of the man 

and 

(132) John's killing the man 

In (131) killing is a noun. We know this, since adjectives may be preposed before 
it, as in (133). 

(133) John's merciless killing of the man 

In (132), however, killing is stiU a verb since adjectives may not be preposed before k . . 

(134) •John's merciless killing the man 

::• 

~ J)reposition deletion rule has.four cases: 
Case 1: Verbs that must take N p• subjects. 
Case 2: All other verbs. 

, Case 3: Adjectives that must take NP~ subjects. . 
·;: .Case 4: . All other ~ves. •. . ..... ·· · 
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In Case I, the prepositiott to normally deletes (in the unmarked cases) but there 
are some exceptions, e.g; comupond, relate. The preposition from never ~
With, on the. other band, normally does not delete, but there may be exceptio-. 
e.g. meet (meaning make the acquaintance of). In Case 2, the preposition of usually 
deletes; exceptions are conceive of, think of, etc. Other prepositions also normally 
delete; an exception is decide on. In Case 3, with and from may never be deleted; 
there are no exceptions. To is usually kept, but there are exceptions, e.g. near, 
like. In Case 4, the preposition may never be deleted; there are no exceptions. 

Near is an exception with respect to the preposition deletion rule, since it must 
take an NP* subject (Case 3), but may undergo preposition deletion. Thus, near 
is an exception both to Rule 1, because it must undergo preposition adjunction, 
which is otherwise optional, and to the rule for preposition deletion, which nor
mally does not apply to Case 3, but may with near. Note that deriving near in this 
fashion allows us to explain why it, like far, is symmetrical and irreflexive. 

Resemble is another exception. Like near it must meet the structural description 
of Rule I and undergo the rule. It is normal in that it undergoes preposition dele
tion, since it has an NP* subject and takes to (see Case 1). 

(135) •John and Bill resemble. 
(136) •John resembles to Bill. 
(137) John resembles Bill. 

Resemble is very close in meaning to similar and in a sentence like (138) a special 
interpretation or restrictive phrase is required, as in (139). 

(138) John, Bill, and Harry resemble the Celt/cs. 
(139) John, Bill, and Ha"y resemble the Celtics in the way that they handle the basketball. 

Thus, resemble requires the feature [ + Speclalj and takes the preposition to when 
Rule I applies, even though the preposition is later deleted. However, the preposi
tion to does show up as predicted in nominalizations: 

(140) John's resemblance to Bill 

(140) is parallel to (141): 

(141) John's similarity to Bill 

After Rule 2 has applied to resemble, the resulting structure meets the structural 
description of the passive tmosformation. But. as is well-known, we do not get 
sentences like · 1 

· 

(142) *Bill is resembled by John. 

But this is precisely what we would predict. since as we pointed out above the 
passive transformation must precede conjunct movement. That is, at the time at 
which the passive transformation is reaebed in the sequence of rules, Rule 2 has 
not yet applied and resemble is still an intransitive verb. The same is true of marry, 
·equm, and meet (in the sense of nudce the acquaintance of). Thus, we can explain 
not only why these verbs do not undergo the passive, but also why they are sym
metric, irrdlexive,. and have the same selectional mtrictions on their subjects and 

.. . ~ ·B!Jperficial ob~. ": ; ; . · · • . . , 
. '· ...... . Equal. by the way,.turns out ~.f.Je JqUiar with mpect to preposition deJetioa. 
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, I · Note that ·the adjedive m~~nlell can occur directly after verbs like seem and look. 
--~ while the passive participll; cannot. regardless of tense. 
~Ut . 
. ,,. (148)(a) John and Mary s~med married. 
_,'} (b) John and Mary looked mtlrrled. 
W (149)(a} •John and Mary seemed married by the preacher. 
·'·; (b) *John and Mary looked married by the preaclrer. 

~j!, (148) is unambiguous and only the adjective occurs. The sentences of (149) cannot 
-,~: occur at all, since the passive participle interpretation of married is fon:ed by the 
~ Ill 

·~ ~ presence of the by-phrase. 
-·-· But the morphological variants of marry are certainly related in their occur-
~ft~ . h "' u . te ;-i~ rences JD t e ao owmg sen nces: 

:' (ISO)(a) John and Mary are married. 
:/ (b) John and Mary mllrried. 
... (c) The preacher married John and Mary. 

1,,~; (ISI)(a) John is married to Mary. 
(b) John married Mary. 
(c) The preacher married John to Mary. 

The (a), (b), and (c) sentences are related to one another in the same way as the 
following sentences: 

(I S2)(a) The room is dark. 
(b) The room darkened. 
(c) Harry dtlrkened the room. 

It was claimed in Lakoft'(l96S) that the (b) and (c) sentences are transfonnationally 
derived from underlying structures which include the underlying structures of the 
(a) sentences. The (b) sentences are derived by embedding the structure underlying 
the (a) sentences in the subject of a verb semantically equivalent to the verb come 
about: 

(153) s 
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the werb dlriened in sentence (1S2b). Thus, tltuken is " derived, not an underlying, 
verb. Preci!dy the same process yields (I SOb) and (1Slb).

1
1bus, marry is a derived 

verb m these sentences. Note that the deletion of to in (1St b) is perfectly regular 
siru:e 1IUl1tY bas become a verb by the time the postcyctical preposition deletion 
rule applles. (Recall that marry falls under Case 1 above.) Note that the to appears 
in the transformationaUy derived substantive John's marriage to Mary. 

The sentence of (152c) would be derived by further embedding the structure 
underlying (152b) inside the object of a pro-form corresponding to a verb meaning 
to cause, bring about, or effect. 

(IS6) s 

~ 
NP V NP 

/\~ 
Harry brought about It that the room dJukened 

This would yield (157). 

(157) Harry brought it about that the room darkened. 

(157) is synonymous with (IS2c). As before, if there appeared a pro-form in the 
deep structure instead of bring about, then an additional rule would substitute 
darken for the pro-form, yielding (152c). Here, as before, darken is a derived, not 
an underlying verb-in this case, a transitive verb in the superficial structure. Note 
that the underlying subject of dark turns out to be the superficial object of darken. 

By the same process, we would derive (150c) and (ISle). Thus, the transitive 
verb to marry in these sentences would be a derived verb, not an underlying one. 
Notice that in (ISle) the to cannot be deleted postcyclically, since the above pro
cesses occur cyclically. By the time the rule is reached to is no longer immediately 
after the verb marry and so the rule cannot apply to it. Thus the sentences of (1 SO) 
and (151) are all completely regular! 

We have stated that these cases are completely regular. But one apparent ir
regularity which has long been noticed is that (I Sib), though superficially transi- · · 
tive, is not passivizable; but (lSOc) and (ISle) are passivizable. · 

(158} • Mary· IWl.f married by John. (As the passive of (lSI b)) 
(159) John and Mary were married by the preacher. (The passive or (UOc)) · · ,. 
(160) .Jolut Wa.r married to Mary by the preacher. (The passive of (ISle)) . 

The occurrence of (1 59) and (160) shows that the rule which substitutes the intransi-, 
tivo marry. for the bring about pro-form must p~e the passive tra~oJJDafion.' 

Notice that the rules we have given allow_ two different ways of deriv;ing:,the 
-~ , Ualq~-~ muctllt'O of . - · , · · · , ,.;-:•:.' 
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·~;~ (161) _John~ Mary• · (Equals (lSI b)) 

_j_l: from a single deep structUre. The two derivations are schematically represented 
til~· 
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~. 
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below: 

(J62)(a) it for Jolut mul Mary to be married [came about Pro-form] Cycle I 
(b) John and Mary [came about Pro-form] for to be married Cycle 2 
(c) John ond Mary [came about Pro-form] married 
(d) John and Mary married 
(e) John to Mary married 
(f) John married to Mary 
'(g) John married Mary. Postcycle 

(163)(a) it for John and Mary to be married [came about Pro-form] Cycle 1 
(b) it for John to Mary to be married [came about Pro-form] 
(c) it for John to be married to Mary [came about Pro-form] 
(d) John [came about Pro-form] for to be married to Mary 
(e) John [came about Pro-form] married to Mary 
(f) John married to Mary 

Cycle 2 

(g) John married Mary. Postcycle 

In (162) preposition adjunction and conjunct movement do not apply on the 
first cycle, but rather on the second. Recall that preposition adjunction is optional, 
and that conjunct movement depends on it. Since the process is optional, it can 
apply on either cycle, providing of course that the structural description is met. 
Jn (163), it has applied on the first cycle, not on the second. If it bad not applied 
on either cycle, we would have derived (164). 

(164) John and Mary married. (Equals (I SOb)) 

Since the passive transformation is a cyclical rule, we must explain in each case 
why it cannot apply. Let us consider (163) first. The only point at which the struc
tural description of the passive transformation could be met is at line (f) of (163); 
Before that point is reached married must substitute for [came about Pro-form), 
deriving line (f) from line (e). But before that can happen, the rule deleting/or to 
be must apply. By ordering the passive before that rule, we can account in a 
natural way for the nonoccurrence of (158). We know from the study of English 
complementation that this can be done. 11 

This rule ordering would also account for the impossibility of passivization in 
the derivation of (162). But iJ (162) we have an independent explanation of the 
lack of passivization. As we pointed out in the case of resemble the passive transfo~
mation must precede preposition adjunction and conjunct movement. In th1s 
derivation, the verb marry would be intransitive at the point at which the passive 
transformation was reached. in ~he cycle. So, passivization could not possibly 
apply.· · · · ·• . · · _ · 

If we derive the various forms of marry in this way, then we need not set up a 
. transitive verb marry in the lexicon which would require an underlying NP• object. 
· Instead, We would have an intransitive adjective. which, like many other adjectives. 

_ requires an .NP-: subj~. :aut tJle other ~rrences of ~erbs which apparently 
. ' . r . . ' . , . : . . , , , ' .• ~· . . ,, , ·: , 

• :I·· . ' ..... R.o5eDbaum (1965). Rem (1966), ms4 Ukotr (to appear). 
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require an llDdedyiDg N~ object can,be'treated in the . .same way. Consider the 
~ . . 

(16S)(o) ~ Stl1fll tliUitk£ ltxmr IIJ'e mixiiL 
(b) ~ ltl1ld- the loam mixed.' ' 
(e) Jolul mixed the StDUI Dlld the l«utf. . 

(166)(a) ~ lti1UI u mixed with the loom. 
(b) 17te 6Q1U/ mixed with the loam. 
(e) John mixed tire 6D1Ul with the J«un.· 

.',• 

Mix in the (e) sentences is a case of an apparent transitive verb requiring an NP* 
object. But it seems to work just like marry and we can handle it that way. We 
would like to claim that all transitive verbs which appear to require an NP* object 
are derived in the same way from underlying intransitives. Most such verbs, like 
mix, have occurring underlying adjectives as in (l6Sa). But there are a few excep
tions such as introduce, exchange, and switch which have hypothetical underlying 
forms which must meet the structural description of the rule which derives the 
(c) sentences from the (b) sentences-the causative transformation. The underlying 
form of introduce would have the meaning and basic grammatical properties of 
meet in the sense of make the acquaintance of. The underlying forms of exchange 
and switch would resemble the adjective reversed as in (167). 

(167) 'IhU pole multlwt pole seem rel'ersed." 

If we are correct in this assertion, then it follows that verbs need not be sub
categorized with respect to whether they are restricted to taking or not taking 
NP* objects in the deep structure. In other words there is no need for a feature 
[-NP*] which could distinguish between verbs that do and donottake NP* 
objects in deep structure. Thus, all underlying transitive verbs may take NP* 
or not freely in their underlying objects. · 

In terms of the features that we have already discussed there are certain generali
zations that can be stated. Take the feature Special, for example, which correlates 
to the to-from versus with distinction. All of the verbs and adjectives which are 
[+Special] have the following grammatical properties: they mu.JI take NP* sub
jects; they are intransitive; and they. are stative. We might state these facts with 
the redundancy rule: 

(168) [+Special)- [+:_NP* NP.] : .. · 
+Statlve 

This is an absolute 'generalization. There is also a generalization~ we .can state 
in terms of markedness: It is normal for :verbs and adjectives that ~~ tak~ NP* · ·. 
subjects (those that are marked for that feature) to be intransitive. We know of . 

I· • I ' • o 1 : 
I . . . I •• --·-..· .. . ... ~ · ~.;· .. r:· :; · ~- · 

. lt'Jbtrc'are certain transitive verbs with auperftcial tr: objects which are ~·duivecs from 
illtraasitive QCijectives with NP* wbjects, but are not causatives. Amoq than ·me etll1fl1IW, 
~. nlslte, QDd liken.~ are obviously derived from~ eqllfll, nlllted, and IJU/a!JU 
reapecdvely. But they do not have the meollins or c:ausatives. We have no idCa as to the deep · 
ctrueture or ouch wrbs, althoUSh-= CUD be awe tbal tllcy are not baSic ad are 4uived fra1ll their. 
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Let us now ~ook at another property of verbs and adjectives that have NP* 
subjects. Consider the difference between the sentences of (170) and those of 
(171): 

(170)(a) John IUid Bill are similar t.o Tom and Harry. 
.(b) John ·and Bill are similar to IMI group. 
(c) [John and Biii]NP mul that group IIJ'e simi/Ill' 
(d) [[John and Biii]NP and[Tom and Harry]aP]NP IIJ'e simiiDr 
(e) *Tiult group is simi/Qr. 
(f) Those groups are similar. 

(l7l)(a) John and Bill coli/erred with Tom and Harry. 
(b) John and Bill coli/erred with the committee. 
(c) [John IUid Biii}NP and the commlllee coli/erred 
(d) [[John and Biii]N,. and [Tom and Harry]NP)NP conferred 
(e) The committee cotiferred. 
(f) The commillees coli/erred. 

ln these sentences we are considering only the readings which are not derived from 
sentence conjunction. So, for example, the only underlying structure for (170a) 
that we are considering is (172). 

(172) s 

~ 
INPl VP 

0 
NP NP. NP NP 

I I I .1 
John sm Tom HfJI1'1 IIJ'e stmillll' 

With this· underlying structure~·(l70a) receives the interpretation that the group 
of John and Bill is similar in some unspecified respect to the group of Tom and 
Harry. But this structure does not assert that the four individuals, John, Bill, Tom, 
and Harry, are similar in any n;:Spect. The similarity is predicated only of the two 
groups. This is clearer in (170b) whl:teJohn tllld.BI/1 are considered as a unit on 
the one hand and tire groUp is cOnsidered as a unit on the other. 

But· this .. group interpretation" does not bold In the sentences of (171). In 
(l7la). it is not only true that the groups conferred but that the individuals con

, . f'erred as well •. Thus, confer is predicatecl not only of the two aroups, but also of 
the four indiJiduaJs. This fact about group interpretation correlates with a S)'ll

. . ; ~~as can be seen m BeDteaces (e) of(170)and (171). A sio,sular.c:ollec:tive 

.· .~, ', ~ :'/:):~0 d,:; ;' I,:. Jf/ <' \.;_}·~·~~ ,' ;:;f: ; . ::. • • . . • . . ; j I .: ' 
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DOUD Qike group or committee) may not occur as the subjec:t Of a· vetb or adjecti\'e 
tbal takes a group interpretation (.similar but not ccn/er). 

As we saw in (1701>-c), a singular coUectiye noun (group) ~unctions lik~ an NP* 
embedded inside or an NP*. That is, there is a significant grammatical distinction 
between a top-level NP• (such as the NP enclosed in the square in (172)) and an 
embedded NP* (such as the NP's enclosed in circles in (172)). A singular collective 
noun always (U~ons like an NP*. But with verbs and adjectives that take a group 
interpretation, a singular collective noun functions always like an embedded NP*, 
never like a top-level NP•. That is why sentenee (170e) is ungrammatical. That 

. group there cannot play the role ~fa top-level NP*, sinre similar takes a group 
interpretation. However, (l7le) is grammatical since confer does not take a group 
interpretation. For verbs and adjectives of this class, any singular collective noun 
is equivalent to an NP* subject. 

Now we can state a further generalization: aU [+Special] verbs and adjectives 
take a group interpretation. In addition, every verb and adjective that takes a 
group interpretation must obligatorily take an NP* subject. 

Let us now consider a subcategory of those verbs and adjectives that optionally 
take NP* subjects. Consider the following Sentences: 
(173)(a) Jolrn and Bill own the house together. 

(b) John and Bill robbed the bank together. 
(c) John and Bill opened the d«Jr together, 
(d) John and Bill killed Harry together. 

(174)(a) John and Bill ran together. 
(b) John and Bill/eft the party together. 
(c) John and Bill hit Harry together. 
(d) John and Bill arrived late together. 

In the sentences of (174), it is entailed that each individual performed the indi
cated action. In other words, (174a) entails both John ran andB/11 ran. That is, the 
phrasal conjunction entails the sentence conjunction (but not vire versa, of course). 
However, in the sentences of (173), this is not true. Forexample, if (173a) is true, 
then it is false that John owns the howe and false that Bill owns the howe. In these 
sentences the falsehood of each member of the corresponding sentenre conjunc
tion is entailed. 

Before concluding, we would Uke to point out the impossibility of deriving 
sentences with NP* subjects from each other constructions, a derivation which has 
been proposed in several places, e.g. Gleitman (1965). It might be claimed that 
sentences like (175) are derived from (17~). ·;.. ·I 

(11S)(a) Jolm and Bill met. · · · · · 
(b) John and Bill are similar. :. · ,':· .. 
-(c) John and Bill killed Harry (togetlrer). . · · 

. '· 
' 'I• ! ''•• 

• ,. ," , I • ~- : ' 

1-:· .· 
(176)(a) ·.-John and Bill met each other. . : .. ~ 

(b) . ·Jo/U, and Bill are similar to each other. · , : . : : , , · 
· (c) •John and Bill killed Harry with each iulu1r. : , · . ' . 

(l75)~ould be derived from (176) by the.deletion of each other-the ddeuo~·behtg .. 
1 

1' · 

obUgatory in the case or (l76c). (176) w9Uld ·be derived from sen~ conjiUldioni · ::-
•1\t.ia(117).· .. :,!'· j •. ;;' ': ' ... /•· ·.,., .~ '.,,! 11:. '!•'li-'~'':.1-c•.' '.,:" 
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(177)(a) Jolut. met BJ/1 and ll/11 met John. ' 
(b) John u Wnilar to Bill and BiU Is similar to John. 
(c) John kllkd Harry with Bill and BIH kUied Harry whh John. 

This solution would presumably avoid the neCessity of having NP* subjects at aU. 
It is the (c) cases that show that it is impossible to eliminate NP* subjects in this 
manner. In the (c) cases, the with phrases would have to be considered as occurring 
in deep structures. But as we showed above, this is impossible since the grammatical 
relations they express depend upon whether or not the passive transformation has 
applied. To accept such an analysis would be to give up the conrept of deep 
structure-a single level on which grammatical relations determine semantic inter· 
pretation. It would also mean that we would have to give up the natural explana
tions that we have given for the symmetry of the constructions, the lack of reflexives, 
the lack of passives, etc. All of these would then have to be given by ad hoc con
straints, which would be difficult, if not impossible to state. This leads us to believe 
that such a solution is untenable. u 

UJt is fair to ask how we would get sentences like 

John and Bill are similar lo each other. 
One possible answer would be that such sentences are derived from deep structures like 

s 

s 

----------NP VP 

NmP 1\ 
John and BUl are similar and BUI and John are slmtllu 

This would be transformed to . 
Jolut lsstmlltu 10 Bill Q1U/ BUI is sl[nllor to Jolut, 

Then by the same rule that turns Jolin killed Bill and Bill kO/ed John into John and Bill killed each 
olher, we would~ 

John and Bill are similar to each other. 
The deep struCture of this sentence. under our analya1s, would contain a conjunction of two 
sentences that are identiall in mcanins and differ. syntact!c:ally only in the order or their NfM 
subjects. Since the sentences do difl'ei' syntac:tiadly, aw:b·a deep structure would not violate the 

· · Constniliu that two ldentkal sentences may not appear in a deep structure conjunction. However, 
since the two c:onjoiDed sentences would have tlul same mC!Jnlng, we would predict that the 
derived sentence would be redundant Thii is correct. English teachers cornma~ting on style 

'' · CQrrectly tell us to avoid senteru:es ·Jike Jolin Q1U/ Bill ar~ lliml/ar to eJldr other sbu:e they are un
. necessarily redundant and siru:e John D1UI BOI are llmllar wilt carry the lllCl1lins jwt as weD with 
· . rower words. W'ath the proposed analysis we can exillrln tile redundallcy fD s.ucb 5al&eaces and the 

llu:k of a similar redemdarn:y in sentaleeS lib Julin tiiJd Bill klll«< tid otlte. wbt:re the ~joined 
. . . :, ~~ m_tJte ~ str;ucture uc_ IJ9t semaaticaUy idalth:al. . _ . >" . 
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III 
PRONOMINALIZATION 

Pronominalization is the process that replaces one or more co-referential noun 
phrases in the deep structure of a sentence with the corresponding personal pro
nouns in the surface structure. The first transformational treatment of pronominal
ization, R.B. Lees and Edward S. Klima's "Rules for English Pronominalization," 
shows how co-referential noun phrases on the right undergo pronominalization. 
Rules are presented for deriving simple, reftexive, and reciprocal pronouns. 

The next two papers investigate the conditions on deep structure configurations 
necessary for pronominalization to take place-in particular, the constraints on 
forward and backward pronominalizations. Ronald W. Langacker, in "On 
Pronominalization and the Chail:i of Command, •• develops such a set of conditions, 
introducing the notion of "oommand"-a relation among nodes in the tree coo
figuration. He then discusses the signjficance of this notion for other grammatical 
processes of English. John Robert Ross, in ."On the. Cyclic Nature of English 
Pronominalization," argues for the placement of·pronominaliZation within the 
transformational cycle. . 

Whereas the first three articles are concerned with the nature of the prooominali
.. ~tion process, the fourth deals with the forms of the personill pronouns themselves. 

In "On So-Called 'Pronouns• in English," Paul M. Postal adduces syntactic 
evidence for considering pronouns as a variety of. definite artide. His treatment 

. . . exemplifies the strikins kinds of difl'erences that can be found· between the undcrly-
;: )n~rand surface forms of sentences. · · ·• 
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